Fourth party possible by 1976

half the states. At the time we spoke, he had planned to attempt to orning Eugene McCarthy to be his party candidate for President this year. Apparently he was unsuccessful in that quest. McCarthy’s choice was George McGovern, who was the fact that the hostages in the Amphitheatre, were the reason big city in the north, with a major ghetto Chicago is perhaps the most segregated city of all. The New York peace march of the convention, similar to the situation at confrontations at the Pentagon. These forgotten that the various protest groups concerning the security preparations at the Pentagon for the first time Monday evening, Secret Service men “grew suspicious and approvals were not given.” No one escaped the credential checker; even Daley himself had to put his card in the electronic device as he entered with his entourage. Perhaps then installed an electric credential check on the roof for Humphrey’s helicopter arrival Thursday night.

Goodwill Drive
The IFC Goodwill Clothes Drive prior to Rush Week netted over $150 in clothing and more than 55 bags of tall clothing. Some donations help to make work for the more than 650 handicapped workers at Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries. The Clothes Drive is new this year, and plans have been made to continue it as an annual affair.
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For those who were in the security zone the safety came on the other side of the fence, it must have been a hell day. I had a very interesting discussion concerning tear gas with a Secret Service man in the lobby of the fourteenth floor of the General. He offered his professional observations on the effectiveness of that “good new CE-2” gas which was being used in the streets that night.

The convention produced large numbers of winners and losers. The losers included: Richard Nixon and the Republicans. (drive and compete); George McGovern (who received the praise of the dissidents and establishment alike for giving a game fight and being a good loser), and the radicals in the streets (who set out to provoke extreme police brutality and were well rewarded for their efforts. Whether the nation was a winner or a loser remains to be seen.

The IFC Goodwill Clothes Drive was a success prior to Rush Week. The drive netted over $150 in clothing and more than 55 bags of tall clothing. Some donations help to make work for the more than 650 handicapped workers at Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries. The Clothes Drive is new this year, and plans have been made to continue it as an annual affair.
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